
Welcome to Year 5!

Newton Class – Mrs Peverett with Mrs 
Scotto

Curie Class – Mrs Denby & Mrs Geeves 
with Mrs Harvey



Juniors’ Daily timetable
• Our school day begins at 8.40 am and lessons 

start at 9.00 am.
• Play time is at 10.30 am.
• Lunch time play 11.50 am, eating lunch approx

12.15 pm.
• Afternoon lessons begin at 12.40pm.
• School day finished at 3.00pm
• Water bottles – access all day.
• Provide your own fruit or vegetable snack.
• Good behaviour and effort rewarded with 

‘Track-it light’ points.



Ocean Diaries
• Every Monday, we will check Ocean diaries for 

reading, parent/guardian signatures and issuing 
homework.

• If there is something that needs to be brought to 
our attention, we ask children to make us aware.

• Please ensure that your child reads at least five 
times a week (ten - twenty minutes) and sign in the 
diary to let us know. 

• The children are responsible for handing in Ocean 
Diaries and changing their own reading books.  We 
are now able to use the school library again and 
children are accompanied there by an adult.



Homework

• The homework is set each Monday, due in the 
following Monday.

• Always reading (5+ times) and times tables 
practise using Times Tables Rock Stars website.

• Children have their own Timestables Rockstars
logins for practising.

• Sometimes, other homework will be set linked to 
a current topic.

• Children have their own Homework books which 
are collected in then sent out each Monday.





Topics

• Living things and life cycles

• Poles Apart (comparing Arctic and 
Antarctic)

• History of the Commonwealth 
including study of a  country)

• Space and the Solar System

• Ancient Greeks



Our first key text for English
There’s a Boy in the Girls’ Bathroom –

Louis Sachar



PE
Terms 1 & 2

• Monday(outdoor) and Thursday(indoor)

PE Kit
• White or purple t-shirt
• White or black shorts
• Black trainers or 

plimsolls.
• Jogging bottoms



Lunches
• School dinner - children choose (on the day) if 

they would like a school packed lunch or a hot 
dinner/jacket potato.

• Salad, fruit and fresh water available.

• We are a nut-free school so please check items 
you are sending in for packed lunches.

• Year 5 eat together in the Old Hall - school 
dinners and packed lunches.



School trips and in-school 
workshops planned:

Term 2 - Chatham Dockyard

Term 3 or 4 – Astrodome (in school)

Term 5 or 6 Ancient Greek workshop (in 
school)



What can you do to help?

• Read with your child regularly (record 
minutes or occurrences in Ocean Diary)

• Set aside time for them to practise 
times tables and complete their 
homework each week.

• Ask your child questions about our key 
text in English.

• Encourage them to be increasingly 
independent.



Thank you for attending and 
we look forward to getting to 

know you all! 

Any questions?


